Abstract. This paper is a study of the discrete-time infinite-dimensional "stable regulator problem" having a cost function which is not necessarily positive. We take a spectral factorization approach to the problem. Also there are results on the algebraic Riccatic equation which are equivalent to results about fixed points for a broad class of symplectic maps.
gives proofs which in finite dimensions are rather simple. As this paper was being written, an elegant spectral factorization approach to Willems results was given by Molinari [15] [16] and then applied to the stable regulator in [17] . His proof involves some basically finite-dimensional methods such as determinants and dimension counting while the key step in the proof here is subspace inclusion. The article [14] is a good reference for infinite-dimensional discrete-time systems having "positive cost operators". Our article gives a new approach to the time-invariant regulator results in that paper and extends them in several directions.
The results in this article apply to most least squares problems associated with the discretization of systems governed by a heavily damped variable coefficient wave equation (including the heat equation). A thorough list of applications of the finite-dimensional theory appears in [25] . Since we do not require our "cost operators" to be positive, the systems studied are capable Of storing energy, that is, "cost". The basic principal which emerges in [25] and which is true to a large extent in infinite dimensions is that one can use the standard feedback approach to a control problem provided the zero state stores no energy. Roughly speaking, [8] in the one-dimensional case, in greater generality in [12] , and surveyed in [13] .
We begin with a quick sketch of realizability theory. 
It is now easy to show that M has the realization (2.4). Since M is in /4(, Y), the function/Q defined by/Q(ei) M(e-i) * is in/q(YI, 9/). We now compare//to the function IY defined by (1.5) using Lemma 2.3. Since M is outer, (2.5) into the right side of (2.1) and observes, after using (1.1), that (1.2) the definition of J has been obtained.
As one might expect, the operators F, G, A, B and the space Y(1, appearing in the representation (2.4) for M, will turn out to be the operators required in the lemma. Here we let , denote the inner product on Y(1. The optimal cost form K(. ,. is yet to be constructed. Formally, it is, for x, y ,
and it is not too difficult to check that this formally satisfies (2.5). For example, if this were a finite-dimensional problem, a very simple manipulation would finish the proof. However, our task is a bit tiresome.
Now we give the precise definition of K(.,. ). Set (2.6) The following example shows that this is not the case. Take 0-// to be onedimensional R 1, sgn Q =-1 and set W* W n _<-1. By the realization theorem, any function W in H(C) with W(0) 0 comes from a system and so can arise in this context. By Theorem 18 [11] , _,log n(e ) dO>-oo if and only if n has a factorization n W* W with W in H(C). However, if E 1 n _-> 0 has a spectral factorization, then [._,log(1-n(ei))dO>-oo, and this is simply not guaranteed by the fact that log n is integrable.
ALGEBRAIC RICCATI EQUATION 649
The second example is of a system for which no exact optimal control law exists. Let = a//=/2(0 00, C), R 0 and O 1. We shall take W(ei), and consequently E(ei), to be diagonal in the natural basis for 12(0, oO, C) and denote the diagonal entries of E(e i) by ej(ei). The outer factor M of E is diagonal with entries mj(e ) each of which is an outer factor of % i.e., rimi ei. The function M has the representation G + zF(I-zA)-IB, and the system has an exact optimal control law only if Range G contains F0}. To see this, suppose that for each x in there is an input v0, vl,'" which gives the optimal performance of the system. Let Uo, u 1," , un be a control which drives the system from 0 to Xo and set u = (Uo, ul,. -., u, To obtain the example, choose a sequence l of functions with l](e it) <=0 with _ l >-oo and I_ e-"l(e") dt --> -oe. Set ej --exp l, let w be a spectral factorization of e which vanishes at z 0, and use the realizability theorem to determine a system which gives rise to W. By construction 6 --> oe and so Range G F. [4] , [3] ). Consider the system [6] ; for Hilbert Toeplitz operators see [19] . Let By (2.5a) the optimal cost functionals from 2 have positive indicator. These are the important ones and the author suspects without an improved theory of signed factorizations that the first part of Theorem 4.1 is the only part of real interest. It is analogous to the condition of Willems [25] for the continuous-time Riccati equation although here no controllability assumption is required.
4.1. Decomposition of a map into linear and quadratic parts. The fixed-point problem for is, to a superficial glance, a quadratic problem, but it can also contain affine linear fixed-point problems of the form K NKD + Q, one example being when B 0. These problems have been studied [21] Ae(x, y) (x, Ry) + P(Bx, By) for x, y in og is actually continuous on 0//, and so by the Riesz representation theorem, there is a bounded operator Ae such that Ae(x, y) (x, Aey). Naturally, Ae will be called the indicator of the bilinearform P.
Given P in , the bilinear form P(Bx, y) for y in is continuous in x, and, consequently, there is an operator Ee defined on so that (x, Eey)= P(Bx, y).
We want to have defined on as big a subset of as is reasonably possible. To see this, we began by associating a bilinear functional A(.,-) on with the function ,(e i) by equation (4.9) . To see that this is well-defined we only need A(Xo, X0)=0 whenever x0 or yo=0. That is, if Xl= _ (I-eA)-Bu(e)e -" dO =0 for u(e ) some polynomial of order _-<l in e i, then I_= (V(eg), A (e)u(e)) dO 0. This is equivalent to (4.1 la). It is immediate from the definition that A(Ax, Ay)= A(x, y) for x, . Formally, if we set Kl(x,y)=,,=o(x,A*"(Q-F*F)A"y)+A(x,y), then Even though the class of maps given by (4.2) is not the same as the symplectic maps, these maps do take the set of matrices K with Im K > 0 into those with Im K->_ 0. This is true because, formally, (K)-(K)* A*(1 + CK)-I*(K K*)(1 + CK)-IA, and a glance at (4.2) reveals that is well-defined when sgn C+ ]cI /2KICI is invertible; Im K > 0 implies such invertibility.
